
 

Asteroid 2014 SC324 zips by Earth Friday
afternoon

October 24 2014, by Bob King

  
 

  

Here comes another asteroid! 2014 SC324 will miss Earth by 1.5 times the
distance to the Moon early Friday afternoon October 24, 2014. Credit: Gianluca
Masi / Software Bisque

What a roller coaster week it's been. If partial eclipses and giant sunspots
aren't your thing, how about a close flyby of an Earth-approaching
asteroid? 2014 SC324 was discovered on September 30 this year by the
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Mt. Lemmon Survey high in the Catalina Mountains north of Tucson,
Arizona. Based on brightness, the tumbling rock's size is estimated at
around 197 feet (60-m), on the large side compared to the many small
asteroids that whip harmlessly by Earth each year.

Closest approach happens around 2 p.m. CDT (7 p.m. UT) Friday
afternoon when our fast friend flies misses Earth by just 351,000 miles
(565,000 km) or 1.5 times the distance to the Moon. This is a very safe
distance, so we can finish up our lunches without a jot of concern. But
the asteroid's combination of size and proximity means amateur
astronomers with a 10-inch or larger telescope will be able to track it
across the sky beginning tonight (Oct. 23) and continuing through
tomorrow night. 2014 SC324 should shine tolerably bright this evening
at around magnitude +13.5.

Bright here is something of a euphemism, but when it comes to new
Earth-approaching asteroids, this is within range of many amateur
instruments. And because 2014 SC324 is "only" a half million miles
away tonight, it's not moving so fast that you can't plot its arc on a single
star chart, spot it and go for a ride.

By Friday evening, the new visitor will have faded a bit to magnitude
+14. You can create a track for 2014 SC324 by inputting its orbital
elements into a variety of astro software programs like MegaStar, the
Sky and Le Ciel. Elements are available via the Minor Planet Center and 
Horizons. Once saved, the program will make a track of the asteroid's
movement at selected time intervals. Print out the chart and you're ready
for the hunt!

You can also go to Horizons, ask for a list of positions every 15 minutes
for example and then hand plot those positions in right ascension (R.A.)
and declination (Dec.) on a star map.  This is what I do. I find the the
general chunk of sky the asteroid's passing through, print the map and
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https://phys.org/tags/amateur+astronomers/
https://phys.org/tags/amateur+astronomers/
http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/mpec/K14/K14T10.html
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=2014%20SC324&orb=1
https://phys.org/tags/asteroid/


 

then mark positions in pencil and connect them all with a line. Now I've
got a chart I can use at the telescope based on the most current orbit.

  
 

  

Illustration of small asteroids passing near Earth. Credit: ESA / P. Carril

Tonight the errant mountain will rumble through Aries the Ram, which
is conveniently located in the eastern sky below Andromeda and the
Great Square of Pegasus at nightfall.

Finding a dim, fast-moving object is doubtless an exciting challenge, but
if you lack the equipment or the weather doesn't cooperate, you can see
the show online courtesy of Italian astrophysicist Gianluca Masi. He'll
stream the close encounter live on his Virtual Telescope Project website
beginning at 7 p.m. CDT (midnight UT) tomorrow night October 24-25.
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http://www.virtualtelescope.eu/2014/10/10/near-earth-asteroid-2014-sc324-close-encounter-online-event-25-oct-2014/


 

Clear skies!

Source: Universe Today
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